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casa toto





a place to relax and unwind in the Italian countryside,
to enjoy the uncomplicated pleasures of local food and wine.
















casa toto





in the beautiful LeMarche region of Italy
















casa toto





our farmhouse is not a typical 'made for rental' accommodation, it is also a home, a place full of our objects, art and memories, 
that you can rent...

















2024, â‚¬1365 per week






it can sleep up to six people and is available between April and October,
and we can be flexible with arrival and departure days to help with holiday planning...
 
scroll down for availability
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holiday weeks




email us to confirm the weeks for your holiday
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guest reviews






from 'Alastair Sawday's Special places to stay'
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guest reviews






from 'Alastair Sawday's Special places to stay'
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guest reviews
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guest reviews






from 'Alastair Sawday's Special places to stay'



















        
























	



follow casatoto






for your next Italian holiday
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bookable with Local HideAways
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bookable with Alastair Sawday's Special Places to Stay
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follow us on instagram for special offers









      




	



come in...





casa toto is on a quiet farm road in the countryside of Curetta, just outside of the papal town of Servigliano.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
market time in Servigliano









63839 FM Italia



0044 (0)79747 33085



0044 (0)79747 33085



franandpaul@casatotoservigliano.com










our names


          our email address;

        


        we want more information;

      

      



      
    

        send to Paul & Fran
      
Comment














	

 
our instagram feed for casatoto is @casatotoservigliano













	


  

  
travel information





click the download button for information about casa toto and travel ideas





casatoto details and travel ideas










	


  

casa toto




casa toto is a restored stone and roman brick farmhouse very typical of houses in the LeMarche region of central Italy.
 
Surrounded by mature olive trees and set in over 14acres of idyllic rolling hilly landscape, the original structure of two ground floor rooms for animals, two first floor rooms as farmhouse living, dates back to the late 1700's.
 
This was a time of tenant farmers working the land for wealthy town landlords. Casa toto was owned by a noble family living in the local Papal town of Servigliano.









    


  




	


the house...
is divided into ground floor for living, eating and relaxing and first floor for sleeping (there are 3 large double bedrooms) and washing.
 
Much of the evidence of animal use is retained within its structure, brick edges worn away from decades of cattle movement and in our quest for structural originality, we uncovered features lost, openings that we had not anticipated that made us question what was truly original.
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and...
there is a large south elevation pergola for sunny summer eating and also a cooler first floor porch area for reading.
 
The first floor bedrooms have plenty of space to relax if you wish to escape and snooze in the afternoons, hopefully these images give a flavour of the structure and the rooms within.
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after a much needed siesta...




you may wish to
visit the Sibillini National Park; (search for Castelluccio),
visit local towns; (search for Servigliano, Santa Vittoria in Matenano, Amandola and Fermo),
drive down to the Adriatic Coast and swim
or simply relax and read.
 
in the evenings after dinner you can watch shooting stars and see the milky way.









    


  




	


  

things to do





places to go
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the sibillini







the sibillini national park is a ring of mountains over 2000metres, at its heart is the 'piano grande', an extensive, lush and fertile plain that is wonderful anytime of year but spectacular in springtime, when it is covered in wild flowers.
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the adriatic coast







a 40minute drive away, the adriatic is our swimming pool, where the beautiful turquoise water is warm, there are many local bars and restaurants for apertivo's before returning to the house for dinner.
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local towns







if you are interested in the built environment, architecture and material quality you will need to visit local towns such as Ascoli Piceno, Fermo and Loreto, an important place of Catholic pilgrimage.
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draw & paint







the countryside around casa toto is an ever-changing dramatic, colourful, landscape, this is, together with the numerous hill-top towns where you will find many sculptures, irresistible to the artist within you.












    





	


  

we hope to hear from you soon...





in the meantime, you can also see the restoration of casatoto at https://casatotorestoration.mystrikingly.com/
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Cookie Use

We use cookies to ensure a smooth browsing experience.  By continuing we assume you accept the use of cookies.
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